
Accounts Payable with automation eliminates 
the burden of manual invoice processing

Effortless, straight-through processing starts by getting the invoice 
right. At Symbeo, accuracy and reliability is our focus. The Symbeo 
ProPayables solution enables true accounts payable automation
using best in class AI-enabled OCR and Machine Learning 
technology to ensure you get accurate and actionable invoice data. 
The first time, every time.

Transform accounts payable (AP) into a seamless, intelligent 
workflow with Symbeo ProPayables. Free your team from 
tedious tasks to be more productive, and elevate
employee experience.

Achieve sustainability goals with a
paperless environment and harness
the power of automation to focus
your team on what matters most.

Symbeo ProPayables
Automation that just clicks.



FEATURES

Digital Mailroom

Digital Capture                          

Rules Connect                            

AP Central

Approval Workflow

BENEFITS

Centralized receipt of invoices

100% paperless environment

95% SLA guaranteed data accuracy 

95% Multi-way PO match success 

80%-90% straight-through processing

"Symbeo allows our PO invoice processing to be approximately 
99% automated, which allows resource capacity to be dedicated 
to other value-added areas of the business.” - UPMC
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Symbeo ProPayables unlocks the power    

of Accounts Payable with true automation

GIVE THE MACHINES THE WORK
Powered by AI-enhanced OCR software combined with machine learning 

Access to contents and analytics throughout the process

Immediate return on expense

BUILD A BETTER WORKPLACE
Eliminate duplicate resources and create consistency throughout 

Spend less time on manual, tedious tasks

Focus AP on greater value added activities to grow your business

REDUCE COSTS AND SAVE
80-90% straight-through processing reduces AP team effort 

Reduce physical footprint and save on office space

Capture early payment discounts with next day turnaround

Transforming AP automation for the world’s most successful
Fortune 1000 companies for 25+ years.
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